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From the Editor
Greetings! Normally at
this time of the year,
we’d all be looking forward to attending our
annual show. Sadly, the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has forced us to
cancel this year’s show.
I’m looking forward to
finally meeting up together again in person.
This issue features an article by Jeff Duncan on a recent toy soldier purchase that has a familiar connection. Egor Yeviskov examines the fascinating parallels between Canada and Siberia
before the 18th-century. This article is adapted from a presentation that he gave during an Ottawa chapter Zoom meeting.
Frank Mackay provides advice on enhancing the realism of figure bases and contributed an except from Michael Beschloss’s
The Presidents of War. Bill Wyatt and Jeff Duncan have both
contributed book reviews. And, as always, Ian Pearson combed
through his archival holdings for interesting photographs, illustrations, and articles to complete this issue. He has provided
some entertainment in the form of a name the parts of the uniform challenge. Thanks to all who contributed! If you didn’t,
please consider contributing to future issues. Lastly, I’ve recently subscribed to the new Toy Soldier Collector & Historical Figures magazine edited by our own Stuart Hessney. Anyone considering subscribing should do so. I have now received two issues and immensely enjoyed reading both of them.
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Cover Photo
This issue’s cover is courtesy of Jeff Duncan, who has been
working on this French and Indian War diorama since 2013. The
fort is made from multiple sets of Lincoln Logs, and the figures
are from various manufacturers. More pictures can be viewed
on YouTube.

2021 OMSS Monthly Meetings &
Show
All monthly meetings are cancelled until
further notice. The 2021 annual show has
also been cancelled. See more in the
monthly newsletter.
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Letters to the Editor
Correspondence between Frank MacKay and the Editor of The Bulletin
Contributed by Frank MacKay
Dear Sir:
On behalf of the Ontario Model Soldier Society, may I present warmest fraternal greetings to all members of
the BMSS. Like you, we have been forced to cancel all our meetings and events as this hysteria continues to
rage and our society is doing what it can to keep members involved and in touch. At present, we have a
team working on a written history of the OMSS from its founding in 1962 to the present day, which will be
privately published as a book.
As you may know, the OMSS was officially founded as an overseas chapter of the BMSS and was awarded
official recognition. At some point however, there seems to have been a separation and the OMSS struck out
on its own. There was probably no tea dumped into Toronto harbour, nor any cries of “Death to the
British!”, but we have no information on when this separation actually took place. As near as we can determine, it seems to have occurred in 1964 when the title ‘OMSS’ first appears in our archives. Is there a chance
that your archives still contain any information or correspondence on this issue? In the interest of accuracy,
any information you or your members may recall would be most helpful and greatly appreciated.
With best regards from Canada,
Frank MacKay, OMSS
Dear Frank,
How lovely to hear from you and thank you so much for your email. May I take the opportunity to offer you
and all the members of the Ontario Model Soldier Society the warmest greeting from the BMSS at this rather
troubled and frustrating time for us all. We actually managed to have a very successful AGM last Saturday,
via Zoom, and, for the first time, I would think, had a member attending from your own neck of the woods!
New technology has certainly come into its own over the last year, hasn’t it? What a blessing! Also, with the
roll-out of the vaccination programme, we are even, tentatively, taking the first nervous steps in planning
our Annual Show for September! If it does manage to go ahead, what a day that will be!

I was very interested to hear that you are in the process of producing a history of the OMSS and wish you all
every success with it. With regard to the separation of our two societies, sadly, I, personally, am unable to
throw any light on the reason or timing of this, but certainly hope that it all took place in a reasonably civilised manner. I joined the Society in the mid ‘70s but can’t remember any talk of trouble in the colonies at that time! However, I
would think that, if there is anyone who can unearth any existing
documentation that could clear up this matter and establish the
facts, it would be our archivist, Stephen Dance. Also, our present
President, Paul Vickers, produced a history of the BMSS way back,
so I shall forward your email to both of them in case they are able
to help. I will also include it in our journal, The Bulletin, to see if it
stirs any memories among other members. It would be great if we
can assist you in this matter and I shall certainly be in touch if anything comes to light.
Meanwhile, my warmest good wishes and kind regards to you.

John (Regan), Editor
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President’s Message from Keith Richie, President
of the OMSS
Welcome to the second Journal of 2021.
Halfway through the year. While we haven’t met in person
for a while. However, we seem to have become accustomed to the pandemic and associated restrictions. I am
encouraged by the way that members are keeping in
touch – through phone calls, emails, Zoom meetings,
“safe” visits, and through the Newsletter and the Journal.
This is easily demonstrated through the contributions of
members to the Journal. On behalf of all OMSS members, I
send my appreciation to all contributors, and to Brendan for putting it all together and to Gary for distributing, and to Jeff for arranging for the printed versions.
We will be able to meet again sometime in the foreseeable future, (even if we don’t know exactly when), but
we have demonstrated that we will continue as a club enjoying and sharing our toy soldier hobby, in spite of
the pandemic.

Stay safe – and I encourage you to get vaccinated. We all want to get back to seeing each other. Until then,
enjoy the Journal.
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Book Review Joe Wallis’s Armies of the World—Revised
All-Color Edition, Britains Limited Lead Soldiers, 19251941
Reviewed by Jeff Duncan
My first exposure to Joe Wallis and his wonderful Britains books
was back in around 1990. I had stumbled upon Labels Toy Soldier
Shop in the underground shopping concourse just outside the Royal York Hotel in downtown Toronto. I was a young professional just
starting my career in land use development and was doing some
work in the area. Labels Toy Soldiers is a topic for another article
but it was simply an unbelievable paradise of toy soldiers. This was
especially true in a time before the internet (yes kids there was
such a time) because the only way you really ever saw toy soldiers
was either in a magazine, at a show, at a club or by usually lousy
photos send via requesting a mail order catalog!

My first book was Joe Wallis’s Regiments of All Nations a review of
the sets and history of Britains Limited between the years 1946-1966. It was like a gift from above making
sense of the sets, detailing the painting, the set composition etc. As noted below Joe Wallis has gone on to
produce a cavalcade of books on Britains but his latest is a masterpiece. It documents my favorite time period of old Britains figures from 1925 till they paused production during WW2 in 1941. At over 850 colour photographs and detailed descriptions of every set it is as they say a must have for a collector of old toy soldiers.
Joe Wallis has made arrangements to ship it to Canada if you are interested.
If one good reference book leads to
a good buy on a set/figure or saves
you buying that repainted set that
is being presented as an original it
has paid for itself. The cost of any
good quality product with a lot of
work put into them is never cheap
and with over 770 pages and measuring in at just shy of 2 inches thick
(almost the height of a standard
figure!) it is worth your effort to
add one to your collection.
Here are the details from Joe Wallis:
Here are the “stats” on the 2020
revised edition of the Armies of the
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World book I first published back in 1993 and also descriptions of my other two books—as these relate to
how I have spent a lifetime collecting and researching Britains lead produced from 1893-1966.
Armies of the World—Revised All-Color Edition, Britains Limited Lead Soldiers, 1925-1941: contains 852 outstanding color close-up photographs instead of the 500 black-and-white photographs of the earlier edition;
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Has been expanded from 420 pages to 771 (I added all I have learned
since I first published the book in 1993 and it now includes the contents
of all of the noncatalogued sets from the Factory Records); Now hardcover instead of paperback.
I also published Regiments of All Nations, which examines Britains Ltd.
production between 1946 and 1966, and Soldiers of Greater Britain, Britains Limited 1903-1924. All three books are now hard-cover with hundreds of color photos and they employ the same easy-to-use format.
(See the website: leadsoldierbooks.com.) I also wrote 150 articles on
Britains for the Old Toy Soldier magazine as one of its founding owners
from its beginning in 1976.
For delivery of an autographed copy, order from Joe Wallis ($89 U.S.,
$130 Canada, which include postage). No credit or debit cards. You can
pay with PayPal to joewallis@comcast.net or with a postal money order
in U.S. dollars. If readers have any questions, the email address is:
joewallis@comcast.net.
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Book Review Strome Galloway’s Bravely into Battle: The Autobiography of a Canadian Soldier in World War Two
Reviewed by Bill Wyatt
Major Galloway’s military autobiography carries us from his first infatuation with the army at his uncle’s return from the first World War with his shiny brass and gleaming Sam Brown belt, through to the end of the
Royal Canadian Regiment’s fighting in Italy in 1945.
Readers who have served in a reserve regiment after WW2 may find the experiences of his prewar years
with the Elgin Regiment (St. Thomas, Ontario), beginning as a boy soldier at sixteen and Sergeant at eighteen, the most interesting part of his tale. Two examples are that all pay went into the regimental funds and
that his promotion to Second Lieutenant, aside from his devotion to the regiment, depended upon whether
his father would pay to kit him out!
Many of the courses Galloway took to
rise in the ranks were in London with
the RCRs. On one of these, the officer
in charge was a Captain Charles Foulkes, with whom years later he would
have words when Foulkes was his
Corps Commander in Italy in 1944.
These chapters of his story are full of
such neat facts and incidents.
When the war began in 1939, he, now
a captain, watched others enlist with
the RCRs a regular battalion while
those in the reserve Elgin Regiment
cooled their heels waiting to be
brought into active service. For a man
whose boyhood dreams were of
fighting a war, it was too much.
Against orders from his Elgin CO, he
signed on with the RCRs with whom
he had done so much training.
Many more stories of the time waiting
for the invasion in Britain, and then
the second front, carry his story to his
three-month attachment in North Africa to the London Irish Rifles. Strome
mentions his disgust at being in a regiment with black buttons instead of
9

highly polished brass ones. It was here in Africa that he first saw action: “it was like a boyhood dream come
true.” But by Christmas 1943 on the road to Ortona, “The war had lost its glamour.” In Sicily we learn of his
wearing of a forge cap with brightly polished cap badge throughout the campaign, which got his batman
killed, and of his carrying of a cane. These give some sense of his approach to soldiering. Other officers made
due with a wedge cap and a steel helmet. Perhaps he wanted his men to be able to see him more easily; he
does not give a reason.
The rest of the book follows the RCRs fight through Sicily and into the Italian mainland. It is a good picture of
the regiment’s actions, but does not have the scope or give an understanding of that theatre of the war
which Mark Zuehlke’s The Gothic Line does; yet, it is fuller than Farley Mowat’s recounting of the Hasty P’s in
Italy.
Galloway appears to have worked well with his troops and COs rising from captain to 2IC of the battalion,
often commanding it in the absence of the Lt. Colonel. The exception to this rapport was his last CO in Italy.
The CO and his 2IC Galloway did not agree on much of anything. The following excerpt seems to say it all.
“While we were in the rest area the Battalion was advised that it had been awarded two MBEs, one for an
officer and one for a warrant officer. At his daily conference the CO said he intended to award the officer’s
MBE to the officer who had served the longest with the battalion in the field. “Who is that, Shutter?” he
asked the Adjutant. Shutter replied that it was me. “Oh,” said the CO, “who has had the next longest service?” He was informed, and the other one got the MBE.” Strome, at about this time, wrote to the Brigade
Commander requesting a transfer. After being sent on leave for several days he was summoned to the Corps
Commander, General Foulkes. For weeks leading up to this meeting, the RCRs had heard comments that they
had not fought well recently. Galloway arrived for the meeting and he recounts the following.
“Here from Foulkes own lips I heard the lie that men had failed to fight in the Lamone bridgehead. I denied
this. I remember one sentence of his conversation.
“Galloway” he said, “are you telling me I don’t understand my soldiers?”

“Sir,” I replied, “I am not telling you anything, I have only reminded you that I have been in this theatre with
them for almost eighteen months and you have been here for less than six weeks.”
Why he did not fire me on the spot I will never know.”
This exchange gives us some sense of the
man at the end of the war in Italy.
The book ends here, but Galloway continued serving in the army after the war and
later to teach at RMC with the rank of Lt.
Colonel. He died in 2009 holding two honorary ranks: Lt. Colonel with the Governor
General’s Foot Guards and Colonel with
the Royal Canadian Regiment.

The book is an enjoyable read.

BRAVELY INTO BATTLE by Strome Galloway
Stoddart Publishing Co. 1988

Previously titled: The General Who Never Was

ISBN 0-7737-5178-5
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Model Ideas
Contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the OMSS
Taken from W.Y. Carman, Richard Simkin’s Uniform of the British Army: Infantry, Royal Artillery, Royal
Engineers and Other Corps (Exeter: Webb & Bower, 1985).

1st Life Guards Farrier 1826

6th Dragoon Guards 1828

The farrier drawing is based on a
print of 1828 by Edward Hull. It
shows the distinctive dress which
was required due to the type of
work they performed. He wears a
dark blue coat, low squat fur cap
with a plate in front, the leather
apron so necessary in showing is
turned back and the axe slung
from the right hip.

After Waterloo the uniforms
changes with new metal helmet
with a large fur crest and a coatee with somewhat interesting
loops on the front of the scarlet
tunic. The pouch belt was silver
and vellum’ lace and the girdle
and sword slings were in the
same metal. The loose grey trousers had broad silver lace down
the sides.

3rd Bengal European Cavalry
1809
The unit was taken on British Army strength in 1861, were converted to light dragoons, then
hussars in 1861. The fur busby
was adopted with light blue of
French grey bag. The plume was
white with feathers for officer,
hair for men. The officer’s lace
was gold and French grey stripes
on the pouch belt and sword
belt. The jacket had yellow braid
for men gold for officers. Breeches were white and officer’s pouch
was black leather with a silver
flap.
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The Swami Answers Your Modeling Questions
Send your modeling questions to The Swami, c/o The Journal of the OMSS.
Question: O All Knowing One: I’m getting a little bored with just using dirt and
twigs for the groundwork on my figure bases. I’ve been think of putting in wall
sections or archways, etc. Do you have any advice?
Answer: I commend you for wanting to try new techniques in the presentation
of your figures. The challenge of doing something new always increases your
quotient of fun and will teach you lessons that will endure and pay dividends
in every figure you paint from now on. The first lesson to be learned is not to
overdo it. Remember that the function of groundwork is not only to provide a
base for the figure but to give it historical context and draw attention to it, not distract attention away from
it. A big slab of scale bricks thrown up behind a figure may be an excellent backdrop if you’re modeling a firing squad scene, but the disadvantages outweigh the convenience of a quick and dirty addition. Instead of a
plain square slab which will block viewing of the rear of the figure, why not make it a damaged section of
wall with a jagged angle that literally points to the figure and draws the eye towards it. Why not add some
natural dried plant material to simulate ivy crawling up the wall to give it more visual interest and realism.
And most importantly, unless your battlefield has a janitorial staff, there must be rubble irregularly piled up
at the base of the wall. This is something which many modelers forget, such an easy thing to do, yet it adds
so much more authenticity and realism.

If you are not yet confident in your scratch building skills, several companies sell ready-made resin bases
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which are pre-cast in resin or plaster
and ready to paint. Verlinden, Black Dog
and Miniaturas Andrea are leading
names in the 54mm sector but they can
be obtained in almost any scale. Remember that while a convenient option, these resin pieces must be primed,
painted, weathered and added to with
just as much care as you devoted to the
figure itself. The selection pictured here
from Black Dog illustrates the level of
texture that must be shaded and highlighted to bring it all to life even before
your figure sets foot on it. A beautiful
one from Verlinden is also seen here,
showing an ornate suggestion of an
archway which could be used for everything from medieval purposes to WW2
figures. Notice how it offers only the
suggestion of an architectural feature, it
does not seek to dwarf the figure itself.
Would that add to the visual appeal of
the knight you just finished painting?
While these resin kits offer convenience, nothing is superior to your own
originality. There is nothing stopping you from building your own ruined wall or archway to suit your purposes exactly; if you can roll putty between your fingers, it is well within the capabilities of anyone. If you intend
to try scratch building, I would recommend a type of blue high-density foam which is available in hardware
stores as soundproofing insulation. It can be carved, glued and lightly sanded to produce whatever effect you
need. Those expensive resin kits are produced in this way, molds are made and then resin copies sold for an
astronomical mark-up. Why not try it yourself and make something original at practically no cost? Foam
cored bristol board with the paper removed from one side is an excellent medium for making brick walls or
carving any texture you need into the Styrofoam core. It is inexpensive, commonly available and is a blank
canvas for the expression of your creativity. Some modelers prefer to use regular white Styrofoam blocks
such as those used in packing electronics. Some angles come with a pre-made ideal curvature and the
cottage cheese-like interior can be crumbled away with the fingers to create damage. It’s messy but it does
have applications. Experimenting with it costs you nothing. As always, my advice to you is to remain open to
new ideas and to nurture the will and curiosity to use them. Do or do not--there is no ‘try’.
Send your modeling questions to The Swami c/o OMSS The Journal. He knows all, sees all and feels all.
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Cherilea American WAVES & WACS Toy Sol- figures. I classify “old” as figures not in current production so it includes figures from the early 1900’s till
dier Set A/112
By Jeff Duncan

about the early 2000’s. It ranges from the staples of
the old toy soldier world Britains Ltd. and Mignot to a
vast array of “middle of the pack” older manufactures
that operated companies that exported products and
also local cottage craftsman like our own Gord Dumbleton that passed away in the mid 2000’s.

As discussed with some OMSS members the silver
lining in the Covid times we have been going through
is having some more time for our hobby. On a recent
unofficial poll by the Ottawa Chapter’s Robert
Thompson on one of their monthly Zoom meetings The set I wanted to feature is the American WAVES &
an interesting fact was almost all 16 of those attend- WACS A/112 produced by Cherilea Products in the
ing the meeting have spent more time on the hobby.
When asked as well almost
all had actually spent more
money on the hobby than in
a previous typical year. Not
an original term to us but
this phenomenon has been
coined “Pandemic Shopping”. This is a short article
on one such buy.
I collect older toy soldiers
for the most part. The old
soldiers probably make up
about 95% of my collection
that stands at around 7500
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mid 1950’s. Cherilea was one of several pretty successful mid level market companies from England
that was a main competitor for Britains Ltd. Several
other companies in a similar position were John Hill
Co., Crescent, Timpo Charbens and Benbros. These
companies all produced for the domestic English market but also exported to Canada and America. The
North American market was said to be where the real
money was at in the decade and a half following the
end of WW2 in 1945.
I have over the years grown to really grown to enjoy
the various mid level market companies various toy
soldier sets. They produced some of the typical parade ground figures as Britains Ltd. did but a lot of
their production was of different topics and very
often their toy soldiers where a lot more animated or
“in action” than the Britains Ltd figures. These companies are a lot more affordable than the old Britains
Ltd soldiers for today’s collector but no less charming.

ject for either the old mid level market or old large
scale toy soldier companies. As you know the vast
majority of old toy soldiers are men with very few exceptions. Some farm hands, civilians, nurses and driver figures are about the limit to the “fairer” sex’s representation in the old toy soldier world. So for Cherilea to design and produce a mixed set of American
WAVES & WACS for export and I fear the not big commercial success of this set makes it a little rare. Having the box intact as well is always a good feature for
any toy soldier set but finding good “boxed” sets of
the mid level market toy manufactures I would argue
is more difficult to find or “rare” than the Britains Ltd.
counterparts. This is especially the case when the mid
level manufactures labelled specially for the set in
question as with the WAVES & WACS and used not
just a generic box label.

Cherilea Products was founded in 1946-47 by Mr. W
Cherrington and Mr. J Leaver and the Cherilea name
is derived from a combination of their names. Cherilea was based out of Blackpool England. They created new designs and metal figures for the American
market in the post WW2 economy. By 1961 Cherilea
had phased out their metal production and converted
to plastic. This was the case for all mid level market
firms in England.
The set was found on eBay and cost $98.00 Canadian. A funny thing with the term “rarity” as well, it is often
The set caught my eye due to the subject matter. This coined in the old toy soldier collecting world and the
is one of very few examples of women being the sub15

majority of the time is used with Britains Ltd. old figures but the mid level manufacturers I would put forward are a lot “rarer” as they were not produced anywhere near the amounts produced by Britains Ltd. In
addition the mid level manufactures where almost
always cheaper and not seen as a treasured keepsake
as the Britains figures hence they got a good beating
and playing with and not near as many survived childhood to become a collectible. A fact to remember in
the collecting world is that “rarity” does not equal
value unless it is desired by the market. Ones old
shoes might be rare but who wants them is a test you
need to ask yourself when faced with a seller indicating a figure or set is rare...it might be “rare” but
who and how many collectors want it is the value
driver.
Lastly, the set hit a tone close to home with me because my Grandmother was an early volunteer of the
Canadian Woman’s Army Corp. She was stationed in
Ottawa and for a good amount of her service in
Washington D.C. Imagine going from working in a
munitions plant and living with your parents in a

Jeff’s grandmother Phyllis
Marion Blyth, CWAC, in
Washington, D.C., 1943 1

community of 600 people to being in one of the epicenters of WW2 in Washington D.C. I got my love of
music, politics and history from her. She had her adventures as well...she married a US Marine, dumped
him and divorced him several months later but that is
a story for an other issue. So the
Cherilea set was a
“thanks
ladies”
Pandemic inspired
purchase.

Jeff’s grandmother Phyllis Marion Blyth, CWAC, and Peter
James Doherty, USMC, in Washington, D.C., 1943.
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Parallels between Canada and Siberia Pre18th Century

The only common theme between Canada and Siberia in the
popular imagination is its harsh northern climate and abundant
wilderness.

By Egor Yeviskov

In reality, both modern and historical Siberia have a number of
remarkable parallels and connections with Canada. Some parallels between modern day Siberia and Canada are rather obvious
such as their climates, location in the northern hemisphere,
huge landmass, very low population density and demographic
make-up (both regions today have a roughly the same size populations with majority of European decent with an indigenous
minority of around 5 %). However, other parallels and historic
connections are even more intriguing.

In the imagination of most Canadians their country shares little
in common with Russia aside from the passion for ice hockey
and may be climate. If one finds a Russian history section in a
public library or a book store in Canada, Russia is often presented as a dark, cold, strange and mystical place of injustice, poverty, evil intrigues and brutality. This is even more true when
you mention Siberia. Of all regions of Russia Siberia is imprinted
into the popular imagination of a Canadian (or in fact any Western) reader as a very dark and freezing place a home to the GU- First, historic connections between the two regions start with
LAG prison camps, exiles and military bases, even more remote, indigenous people of Canada who according to most recent recold, strange, backward and inhumane than the rest of Russia. search came to North America from eastern Siberia during the

Yermak’s conquest of Siberia—Russian Cossacks confront Siberian
Tartar army in 1582.
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Last Ice Age across the Bering strait some 15 000 years ago. Later other small migrations continued including by the Thule people, the ancestors of modern Inuit. Native people of North
America, especially in Alaska and northern Canada to this day
have clear connections to the natives of Siberia in their lifestyle,
languages, dress, oral traditions and other customs.

other peoples of Eurasia, and during the middle ages parts of
modern day Siberia were incorporated into Mongol and Chinese
empires. Therefore, in western Siberia Russian colonial expedition organized in the 1580s conquered a remnant of the Mongol
Empire ruled by the descendants of Genghis Khan – the Khanate
of Sibir.

54mm tin Russia Cossacks from the 1582-84 military expedition to Siberia, led
by Yermak Timofeyevich by Vadim Menshchikov from Novosibirsk, Siberia.
Both Canada and
Siberia were first visited by the Europeans around 1000 A.D.
who left few if any permanent traces. In case of Canada, these
early Europeans were Vikings likely led by Leif Erikson, son of
Eric the Red who led an expedition of Norsemen from Greenland
and Iceland to explore North American shores. Less known
about the early Russians explorations of Siberia, but by around
1100 A.D. the early Russian explorers from Novgorod (known as
Ushkuyniks – Viking-like pirates and merchants) entered the
White Sea and started to explore the shores of the Arctic ocean,
travelling as far as the Yamal Peninsula in Siberia.

The first European expeditions to conquer and settle Canada was organized by
the kingdom of France in the 1530s and 40s and was led by
Jacque Cartier. While Cartier, did not initiated any military campaigns against the natives, his successor Samuel de Champlain,
allied with the Algonquin, and other native tribes who sought
French help, in their war against the Iroquois and engaged in a
number of armed expeditions in the early 1600s.

Both initial expeditions involved tiny numbers of people – when
Jacque Cartier came back to establish permanent French settlement in Canada in 1542 he had 300 soldiers, craftsmen and prisIn both Canada and Siberia, significant exploration, permanent oners, when Yermak crossed the Ural mountains and invaded
settlement and conquest by the Europeans started much later, Khanate of Sibir he had 500 Cossacks.
in the 1500s. In both regions, the primary economic factor was
Both leaders immediately claimed the new territories for their
fur trade (mostly beaver pelts in Canada and sable (marten)
sovereigns – Cartier erected a large cross on the Gaspe Peninsupelts in Siberia) after the initial dreams of finding precious metla and claimed all of North America for his king Francis I, Yermak
als or quick passage to Asia failed.
did the same on behalf of Czar Ivan IV (the Terrible).
Before the arrival of the Europeans in the 16-17th centuries
Both expeditions ended in failures (Jacque Cartier abandoned
both Canada and Siberia were primarily populated by various
the new colony and returned to France a disappointed man,
tribal societies of hunter-gatherers with a few tribes practicing
Yermak and was ambushed and killed by Siberian Tatars, most of
some subsistence agriculture limited to the southern regions
his Cossacks returned back to European Russia). However, their
(Great Lakes region in Canada, Amur river region in Siberia). Siinitial ventures were soon followed by others. In 1588 Etienne
berian natives always had some interactions and influences from
Chaton and Jacques Noel (a nephew of Cartier) started to popu-
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late the settlements in New France, finally establishing a permanent colony at the site of today’s Quebec city in 1603. A year
after the death of Yermak, two new expeditions of circa 500 soldiers each re-established Russian control of the Khanate of Sibir.
In 1587 forts Tyumen and Tobolsk were founded in western Siberia.

itoba and (outside of modern-day Canada) all the way from the
Great Lakes region to the Gulf of Mexico by the early 1700s. The
Russians moved with even more remarkable speed reaching the
Pacific Ocean and the Bering strait in the 1640s and clashing
with the Qing Chinese in the Amur region in the 1650s.
The colonial settler societies of New France and Russian Siberia
in the 17th century were also remarkable similar. In both cases
they revolved around a few small towns/forts built alongside
major rivers (Saint Lawrence, Ohio, Mississippi and Illinois Rivers
in case of Canada/New France and Ob, Tobol, Irtysh, Yenisei,
Lena and Amur rivers in Siberia) with tiny garrisons and agricultural settlements surrounding them. In both cases, trade and
chronic shortage of European men and especially women led to
mostly amicable relations with the natives and widespread intermarriages creating Métis subcultures.

Native Siberian warriors circa XVI-XVII

Native Siberian warriors circa XVI-XVII
centuries.
No roads existed at the time and transportation and exploration
of North America and Siberia were primarily conducted via rivers
and lakes, both the French and the Russians adopted light portable watercraft from the native people, such as birchbark canoes
and kayaks. Russian Siberian Cossacks and French Canadien coureur des bois also quickly adopted other elements from the natives in order to survive and thrive in the wilderness of their new
habitat, including elements of native dress, hunting and fighting
techniques and numerous other things such as snow shoes.
Both colonial powers – France and Russia were less interested in
the physical control of the land or the enslavement of the native
people compared to other colonial powers of the time such as
Spain, Portugal or England. The initial numbers of French in Canada and Russians in Siberia were tiny and most of Canada and
Siberia were seen as unsuitable for agricultural settlement. In
the 16th and 17th centuries French in Canada and Russians in
Siberia were interested mostly in fur trade, alliances with the
native people against potential colonial rivals and in missionary
activities with both actively converting indigenous people to
Catholic and Orthodox Christianity. Both powers expanded their
networks and explored with remarkable speed, with the French
explorers reaching and claiming lands as far as present day Man-
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Name the Parts of the Uniforms—Grenadier and Infantry Officer, 1900
Contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the OMSS
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Dolley Madison Flees the Capital

place in American history. (The Declaration of Independence, Constitution, and other treasures had alContributed by Frank MacKay from Michael Beschloss, Presidents of War: The Epic Story, from 1807 ready been slipped into plain linen sacks and taken to
to Modern Times (New York: Broadway Books, 2018), a Virginia gristmill.)
2-3.
“Then the Madisons’ freedman servant James Smith,
“[When the British attacked Washington City in 1814, waving his hat, cantered up with a message from the
First Lady Dolley Madison] stayed behind at the Exec- President: ‘Clear out! General Armstrong has ordered
utive Mansion while James was out reviewing the a retreat!’ Stuffing flatware into her handbag, Dolley
forces charged with Washington’s defense. She asked and Sukey, her enslaved personal maid, were helped
her husband’s enslaved body servant Paul Jennings into carriages, which rushed them and their traveling
(who once lauded the President as a man who would companions across the Potomac to the wilds of
not ‘strike a slave’) to bring out ale and cider in antici- northern Virginia, where she and James had agreed
to meet. But Dolley was told that the President could
pation of a three o’clock White House dinner they
were planning for Cabinet secretaries, ‘military gen- not be found, and she cowered in agony and tears.
tlemen,’ and their wives. Dolley hoped that if Wash- Part of her fear stemmed from the fact that the
ingtonians learned that the President’s lady was British invaders were not her husband’s only enekeeping a normal schedule, they would feel more mies. Furious at the invasion of their Capital and, in
sanguine about the danger of the approaching British fact, at Madison’s whole war, some of his own counmarauders. But she received a worried,
scribbled plea from her nearby sister Anna:
‘Tell me for gods sake where you are.... We
can hear nothing but what is horrible here.’
“From the Mansion, Dolley peered anxiously through a spyglass with ‘unwearied anxiety.’ As she wrote her other sister, Lucy,
she was thinking, ‘Mr. Madison comes not;
may God protect him!’ Recoiling from the
distant booms of British cannon, Dolley refused to flee until ‘my dear husband’ was
safe in her arms. But in preparation, she
quickly packed letters, books, valuables, a
demijohn of wine, and clothes. Determined
to prevent the British from grabbing the life
-sized portrait of George Washington, an
irresistible battle trophy, she called out,
‘Save that picture!... If not possible, destroy
it!’ She ordered the painting removed from
its gilded frame and taken by wagon to a
‘humble but safe roof,’ thus ensuring her
21

trymen had vowed to commit violence against the
President if he tried to flee the city. ‘I hear of much
hostility towards him,’ Dolley had warned her sister
Lucy. ‘Disaffection stalks around us.’ One American
had threatened the President with ‘dagger or poison.’
According to Paul Jennings, when Dolley was desperately seeking safe haven that night in Virginia, one
would-be hostess raged at her, ‘If that’s you, come
down and go out! Your husband has got mine out
fighting and, damn you, you shan’t stay in my house!’

unconnected wings shut down in midconstruction by
the war. In the chambers of the House, Senate, and
Supreme Court, the enemy soldiers piled up mahogany desks, red morocco chairs, green curtains, and
books. Before they lit this tinder with rocket powder,
Cockburn sat in the House Speaker’s chair and
mocked the democratic pretensions of Britain’s excolonies, demanding of his brother redcoats, ‘Shall
this harbor of Yankee “democracy” be burned? All for
it will say, “Aye!”’

“Back across the Potomac, about 150 British soldiers - ‘the most hellish looking fellows that ever trod
God’s earth,’ recalled one bystander ¬torched the
Capitol of the United States. At nine o’clock, spurred
on by the British Rear Admiral George Cockburn, soon
called ‘the harlequin of havoc,’ with ‘sun-burnt visage
and his rusty gold-laced hat,’ the arsonists had laid
siege to the limestone building -- two still-

“Soon the Capitol was enveloped by jagged tongues
of orange flame, so searing that glass lamp shades
melted. Cockburn decreed the raising of his own
country’s Union Jack, then, riding on a mule, ordered
his redcoats to march double file down Pennsylvania
Avenue. Demanding their silence, to avoid arousing
Washingtonians to fight back, Cockburn shouted, ‘If
any man speaks in the ranks, I’ll put him to death!’
22

One American yelled at Cockburn that if George
Washington were still alive, ‘you could not have done
this.’ The Admiral replied that George Washington,
unlike Madison, would never have ‘left his capital defenceless, for the purpose of making conquest
abroad.’

packed portmanteau, and French sofas and commodes purchased by Thomas Jefferson were all gathered and shoved into a pile in the Mansion’s grand
oval reception room. These and other spoils of war
were lit by perhaps fifty torches, each charged with
glowing coals from a nearby tavern. Soon, it was said,
“Bursting into the White House, Cockburn’s soldiers the Mansion was ‘wrapt in one entire flame.’ Cocksat down at the dining table -- still set with crystal, burn reputedly finished his night of destruction at a
nearby brothel, reveling in ‘the coarse luxury of lust.’
gold, and silver -- and feasted on the Madisons’ uneaten Virginia hams and ‘super-excellent Madeira.’ “James Madison, who had done so much to conceive
Marching upstairs into the President’s private dress- the political institutions of Washington, DC, was reing room, whose opened drawers betrayed a hasty viled by many of his fellow citizens as the destroyer
departure, Cockburn seized the black bicorne military of their capital city. Vicious handbills appeared, dehat owned by the man he derided as ‘Little Jemmy manding that the President receive a ‘black and bitter
Madison’ and merrily stuck it on the tip of his bayo- day of retribution’ for ‘this foul stain on our national
net. Stealing a seat cushion from Dolley’s boudoir, character.’ They called him a ‘coward’ who had fled
Cockburn made ribald jokes about her voluptuous his White House command post for Virginia, ‘begging’
derriere and breasts. Other redcoats donned the shelter and bread ‘from door to door’ -- and a cad,
President’s starchy shirt and waved his ceremonial leaving poor Dolley ‘to shift for herself.’“
sword. Madison’s guitar and pianoforte, a half-
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